(1) U.S. Commander...

the statement said. Bajwa said Pakistan is committed to defending its sovereignty as it is important for peace in Paki-

Mainland Pakistanis officials said Foreign Minister Shah Mahmood Qureshi had phoned Turkey as part of his shuttle diplo-

“Strengthening regional consensus...is important for peace in Paki-

According to reports, SHA has also started investigating about the allegations made against AOF officials.

(1) Commander...

He said Qaisari was scheduled to be released as per demand of the people of Afghanistan where his name is known and for the sake of justice and fair play.

(10) Afghaninema

The Afghan cinema and Afghan actors have proved their status in arts and cinema sciences.
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Arts and cinema sciences of the Kabul University campus and in the region. (Xinhua)

(2) After Kabul Attack...

in one place and they bomb another... tin comes to an end. (Pajhwok)
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